
Hello guys!


How are you? Everything ok?


In the introductory video of this unit the characters talk about what they usually do in their life or 
during the day.


This is exactly what we are going to learn today: how to talk about our habits.


To do this we need verbs in the present and words that express the frequency of our habits.


Let’s start with the regular verbs in the present.


In the Italian language there are three categories of regular verbs.


The verbs ending in ‘are’, like ‘to talk’, the verbs ending in ‘ere, like ‘to see’ and the verbs ending 
in ‘ire’ like ‘to sleep’


Let’s have a look at verbs ending in ‘are’.


Let’s take the verb ‘to talk’, let’s cancel the last three letters ‘are’ and we will have ‘parl’.


Now, to the base form ‘parl’, we need to add the suffixes for each person:


‘o’ for I             I talk

‘i’ for you          you talk

‘a’ for he/she    she-he talks

‘iamo’ for we     we talk

‘ate’ for you.      you talk

‘ano’ for they     they talk


All the verbs in ‘are’, in the present tense, work like this: ‘to work’, ‘to look’, ‘to study’, ‘to dance’, 
etc.


Let’s see now the group of words ending with ‘ere’


Let’s choose the verb ‘to see’


Just like the verbs in ‘are’, we will cancel the last three letters, in this case ‘ere’,:


We thus get the root ‘ved’


Now let’s add the suffix to form the conjugation for each person:


‘o’ for I            I see

‘i’ for you        you see

‘a’ for he/she  he,she sees

‘iamo’ for we  we see

‘ete’ for you    you see

‘ono’ for they   they see


All irregular verbs ending in ‘ere’, in the present tense, have this form: ‘to take’, ‘to wrote’, ‘to 
read’, ‘to laugh’, etc.


Among the verbs ending in “ire” let’s take the verb “dormire “ (to sleep) 




Now let’s look at the verbs ending with ‘ire’.


Let’s eliminate ‘ire’ to get the base form ‘dorm’, and just like for ‘are’ and ‘ere’ we change the 
base form adding the suffix for each person:


I sleep

You sleep

He,she sleeps

We sleep

You sleep

They sleep


This is the present tense of all regular verbs belonging to the group ending in ‘ire’, like ‘to leave’, 
‘to open’, ‘to serve’, etc.


We have seen the regular present form of the three groups ‘are’ ‘ere’ ‘ire’


Now let’s learn the words that express with what frequency we do things in our everyday life.


To express our habits these words are very useful:


Always

Often

Usually, generally

Sometimes 

Rarely 

Never


These words express the frequency of an action and, in the list above, go from the maximum 
frequency (always) to the minimum (never)


Pay attention to the sentence structure when using the word ‘never’.


‘Never’ requires a specific structure, namely the following:


“Non” - “verb” - “mai”


I never watch TV


Other examples:


‘I never go to the cinema’

‘I never eat fish’


Everything ok?


Bye for now and see you in the next part of this unit.


